Insurance comparison solutions

COMADSO PROVIDES TRANSPARENCY
BY ALLOWING OUR CLIENTS TO
COMPARE INSURANCE PRODUCTS
ONLINE IN REAL TIME
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES VARY DEPENDING ON WHICH
COMPETITOR YOUR PRODUCT IS COMPARED WITH.

WE MAKE
THE COMPLEX
SIMPLE AND
TRANSPARENT

KNOWING ALL YOUR STRENGTHS IN DETAIL COMPARED TO
OTHERS WILL IMMEDIATELY EFFECT YOUR PORTFOLIO GROWTH

OUR COMPARISON SOFTWARE SOLVES
MANY CHALLENGES FOR INSURERS
Insurance salespeople are cornered on a daily basis by price issues when communicating with
customers that often result in low closing and retention rates, unnecessary discounts and
frustrating cancellation rates.
Phoners find it difficult to book meetings on behalf of salespeople without resorting to pricing as
the primary incentive and motivating factor.
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Business and Product Development Departments spend weeks and months comparing
insurance products before introducing new or
adjusted products to market.

Marketing Divisions struggle to convert more
customers through websites to increase
corporate growth.
Human Resources leave something to be
desired in the recruitment effort, and could be
put to better use in motivating new recruits,
and ensuring that they reach their full potential
sooner than is currently the case.
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BASIC ACCESS

3 DIFFERENT PRODUCTS
Software to be used in Sales, Business and Product Development,
Business Intelligence, Human Resource, Marketing and Telemarketing

BASIC ACCESS INCREASES NEW
BUSINESS AND RETENTION RATES
Different insurers often call insurance products by the same names, but identical
names do not imply the same cover. Most likely they cover accidents and damages in
different ways, and terms and conditions may vary. Comadso identifies mandatory
and selected differences between insurance providers’ identically named products.
The knowledge in BASIC ACCESS is used to retain and recover customers by focusing
on, e.g. gaps, product improvement and quality of cover between your company and
a selected competitor. Simply choose a product and a competitor and Comadso will
tell you where one product outperforms the other.
When focusing on competitive advantages, your phoners will book more qualitative
sales meetings. It will also be easier to sell to customers motivated by quality.
COMADSO IS USED FOR:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Portfolio growth
Reduced discounts
Improved retention rates
Higher closing rates
Lower cancellation rates
Improved customer satisfaction
Letting customers know where your cover is superior

BASIC ACCESS ALSO SAVES TIME AND
MONEY ON PRODUCT AND BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT
Product and Business Development spend hours searching, printing and comparing terms and
conditions from a string of competitors, before initiating the development or adjustment of
products. The analysis phase is time consuming and expensive and when developers have
completed the collation of relevant data, they have to start all over again because in the
meantime the data has become obsolete. Use Comadso to compare insurance products and
companies online when you want to develop or adjust products. It is a comfort to know that all
the information is updated and available online. Simply ask the system for an Instant Updated
View. Whether you view it online, print it, or convert it to Excel is entirely up to you.
COMADSO IS USED FOR:
•
•
•
•
•

Saving hours, weeks, and months collating data
Creating leading or inexpensive products in a few hours
Improving Go-To-Market strategies
Identifying advantages and disadvantages
Always being ahead of the market

“Prior to a claim, customers want the best possible price – upon a claim, they want the best possible product.”
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WEB INTEGRATION

A
B
C

The water bill from the waterworks
Well in the ground
Pest control

SYSTEM INTEGRATION

WEB INTEGRATION ALLOWS YOUR
VISITORS TO SEE WHERE YOU OUTPERFORM YOUR COMPETITORS

INTEGRATE COMADSO WITH YOUR
SALES SYSTEM AND INCORPORATE
YOUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
INTO YOUR COMMUNICATIONS FLOW
SYSTEM INTEGRATION means Comadso is feeding competitive advantages directly into your sales system.
When communicating with a customer, your salespeople will automatically be informed of specific facts
where your company outperforms the company the salesperson has chosen to compare with.

Important areas where we offer
something better...

This product offers the same features as BASIC ACCESS with the added benefit of being completely
integrated with your own system, making it that much easier to spot and develop customer needs.

SYSTEM INTEGRATION PROVIDES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Integrated USPs (Unique Selling -“competitor”- Points)
Portfolio growth
Reduced discounts
Improved retention rates
Higher closing rates
Lower cancellation rates
Improved customer satisfaction

1
2

Converting visitors to insurance websites into
customers is a major challenge. Saving money
is what mostly drives insurance shoppers.
We export compared data from our database
to your website, allowing you to display your
comparable benefits to your visitors, making
the decision to choose you as their provider
much easier. Show your visitors where you differ
and inform them of available superior products
at a lower risk.

Our Car Insurance is a bit better because WE also cover...
Unfortunately, your current provider DOES NOT cover ...

WEB INTEGRATION is the solution that makes
it easier for your visitors to decide while on
your website. Every day Comadso exports your
specific compared quality advantages into your
website (as seen above). When a visitor wants
to see where your company outperform another,
they just pick a company and enter a couple of
USPs (quality bullets are shown on the site).
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A REPORT MADE BY WILKE FOR COMADSO
SHOWS THAT OUT OF +1000 RESPONDENTS

72%

83%

would think twice before switching
insurance companies if they knew that
the policy they were buying had areas with
worse cover than their current provider.

would change insurance company if
they were made aware of considerable
deficiencies with their current policy that
they were previously unaware of.

27%

70%

would immidiately cancel a policy with a
new insurance company and return to their
previous provider, if an adviser from that
company was able to identify significant
differences between products from the
two insurers.

agree that information about competitive
advantages would make insurance decisions easier.

IF POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS ARE ABLE
TO SEE WHERE YOU OUTPERFORM
YOUR COMPETITORS WHEN VISITING
YOUR WEBSITE
67%

27%

agree that comadso’s online comparison
tool would greatly influence their decision
making when deciding between insurance
providers.

say that the online tool would make them
order the insurance product directly on the
website.

55%

40%

welcome an online comparison tool, 33%
are undecided.

agree that an online comparison tool
gives a more positive impression of the
insurance company.

58%

61%

agree that information from the Comadso
system about competitive advantages
would greatly influence their decision on
where to place their order.

are willing to pay a higher premium if
they are made aware of key competitive
advantages.

71%

77%

40%

INCREASE
CONVERSION
RATES ON
THE WEBSITE

say that they could easily see themselves
asking the company for a call-back after
having compared one company to another
using the Comadso tool.

would pay more for their insurance if they
were informed of the differences in cover.

could imagine switching their insurance
company, even if they did not save any
money, if the adviser was able to identify
the differences between the insurers.

Respondents
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61%

97%

77%

82%

House insurance

Home insurance

Car insurance

Accident insurance

56%
30 - 59 yrs.
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YOU HAVE 24-HOUR
ACCESS WITH BASIC
Opens in any web browser (Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer etc.)
from any device. You can access your account 24/7 at comadso.com

VIEW
COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGES
WITH
COMADSO

Multiple platforms

See differences
between insurers

Competitive
advantages

Easy and
convenient
overview

See many
competitors
with one click

TUNE IN - STOP BROADCASTING!
An insurance product is made up of many important components, but only a few of these come up in
conversation with the customer. Typically, pricing, sum and deductibles, as well as collecting risk data,
which are used to determine product pricing, overshadow the conversation. The comparative advantages
an insurance company offers that another named provider does not are mentioned a lot less frequently
in customer interaction. When an adviser is able to skilfully navigate the space between covered and
exempt, the adviser’s retention rates improve, as does the ability to attract more customers than peer
advisers who have not mastered this skill.
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COMPARE INSURANCE PRODUCTS
ON MULTIPLE DEVICES
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COMADSO CLIENTS
Our valuable clients include insurers, agencies, tied agents, brokers and banks.
More than 30 companies across Europe are growing their business with Comadso.

COMADSO HELPS CLIENTS TO:
• Increase sales by providing better customer service
• Save time and costs when analyzing insurance products
• Attract new customers and improve customer retention
• Generate high-quality sales leads

Today, our online comparison tool contains product information from +270 insurers located
in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Poland, The Netherlands, Czech Republic, Spain, and Turkey.
However, countries and insurers are added to the system on an ongoing basis.
Comadso’s goal is to be the leading and most trusted provider of comparison
solutions for the insurance industry.

WE HAVE ESTABLISHED OFFICES IN:

LEADING INSURANCE COMPARISON
COMPANY IN EUROPE

•
•
•
•

Denmark
The Netherlands
Poland
Spain

to effectively support our clients and grow our business.

Comadso is the leading European provider of insurance comparison solutions that offer insurers the
opportunity to compare products with a level of detail never seen before. Comadso's online comparison
tool is accessible 24/7 from multiple devices. We update the European insurance market daily in order
to deliver accurate and timely information to our clients.

ON AN AVERAGE DAY,
WE TRACK AND ANALYZE
MORE THAN:
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+4,000 PDFs
+100,000 PAGES
+270 INSURERS

MORE THAN 30 COMPANIES ACROSS EUROPE ARE
GROWING THEIR BUSINESS WITH COMADSO.
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THE COMADSO TEAM*

IT IS THE INSURER'S TASK TO GUIDE THE
CUSTOMER TO MAKE AN EASY DECISION

DENMARK

Rasmus Meineke
Founder & Managing
Director
rm@comadso.com

Competitor A

YOU

Number of benefits
in your favour

POLAND

Mikkel Dræby

Michael Bjørn

Joanna Malinowska

md@comadso.com

ml@comadso.com

jm@comadso.com

DENMARK

NORWAY

POLAND

Mathias Bøgh-Dahl

Hans Erik Nydal

Monika Chmielewska

mb@comadso.com

he@comadso.com

DENMARK

SWEDEN

SPAIN

Morten Meineke

Henning Norlander

Xacobe Iglesias Pais

mm@comadso.com

hn@comadso.com

DENMARK

NETHERLANDS

SPAIN

Jesper Nyhjem

Eva Kemp

Raquel García Pañalosa

Business Development
Manager

Co-Founder & IT
Manager

Senior Insurance
Analyst

Insurance Analyst
Manager

Insurance Analyst
Manager

Insurance Analyst
Manager

Senior Insurance Analyst
mc@comadso.com

Insurance Analyst Manager
jp@comadso.com

32*

Competitor B

26*

Competitor C

54*

Competitor D

11*

Competitor E

44*

Competitor F

39*

Competitor G

62*

Competitor H

42*

Competitor I

29*

* The star indicates the number of benefits where
your company offers superior coverage.
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DENMARK

Business Development
Manager

Your competitive benefits are worthless if the customer is unaware of them.
Paramount to the successful customer journey is the awareness that you offer
different advantages. It is all about who you are compared to. When you know
where your customer is insured advantages differ.

Insurance
companies

DENMARK

IT Developer

jn@comadso.com

CInsurance Analyst
Manager

Senior Insurance Analyst
rp@comadso.com

ek@comadso.com

NETHERLANDS

SPAIN

Linde Olde Hampsink

Jose Aguado

lh@comadso.com

ja@comadso.com

Senior Insurance Analyst

Senior Insurance Analyst

*as of November 2020

www.comadso.com
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DENMARK

THE NETHERLANDS

POLAND

SPAIN

Phone

Phone

Phone

Phone

+45 70 20 80 20

+31 616 283 366

+48 882 699 224

+34 91 260 1666

Borupvang 3
DK-2750 Ballerup

Weesperstraat 613
1018 VN Amsterdam

Zygmunta Augusta 11
81-359 Gdynia

Gran Via 57, 9E
28013 Madrid

www.comadso.com

